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A Message From Our Chairman
2021 started similarly to last year with lockdowns taking
place due to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, once
again the risk of the virus made it more difficult for our zoo
supporters, with all in the UK having to close feeling
financial pressures once more. Thanks to the vaccination
effort however the zoos were able to reopen and we were
able to carry out our activities in a way that felt close to
normal after nearly two years of precautions. Despite their
hardship we have seen zoos support us via social media
but also financially in the case of Folly Farm Adventure
Park & Zoo to whom we are extremely grateful to for their
wonderful support. This September saw the return of our
Walk For Lions, pictured above, invigorated this year by
the cooperation of our friends at Apex Extreme. I would
like to make a special mention of Jessica Riley, a volunteer
of Apex Extreme and our youngest walker aged 9 who has
raised more than £1500 with the total still rising!

Our cooperation with Apex Extreme has also seen the
formation of the Lion Keepers Resource Group which has
had interest from zookeepers all over the UK to see the
resources that have been shared so far. Some of the most
exciting moments this year have been the fascinating
updates that we have received on Laipangwa, the wearer
of our sponsored collar through our conservation partner
Kope Lion which you can see in more detail further below.
The money that we have raised this year has allowed us to
start the planning process for some exciting projects to
celebrate our fifth anniversary throughout 2022 to show
our commitment to conservation. We are extremely
grateful to all of you who have supported us this year and
have allowed us to be in this position. Please take the time
to read our annual review here which details all of the
work we have undertaken throughout 2021.

About The Team
The Safina Lion Conservation Fund is made up of a group of
four charity trustees. We are a small team of likeminded
people each with our own differing skills to help achieve our
objectives to our best ability. All of our trustees and advisors
work completely voluntarily and no expenses have ever
been taken, ensuring all of our income goes towards our
mission to protect and monitor lion populations in the wild.
In order to help the trustees to achieve our charitable
objectives a group of Conservation Advisors with varying
skills, knowledge and experience have been selected to offer
advice on the best ways to help impact lion conservation
and share their views on potential organisations that we
would support in the future.
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The Purpose Of Our Annual Review
In compliance with the Charity Commission we are obliged to write a Trustees Annual Report and Financial Accounts. As
a small charity we have decided to stick to the Charity Commission templates which are simple but unsightly for the
general reader. The purpose of this Annual Review is to include everything we have done this year in a more
aesthetically attractive manner with photos and other relevant information.

Our Aims & Objectives
Like any other charitable organisation we have a set of
objectives that all of the work we carry out or support
through another organisation, project or individual must
fit under. Here at the Safina Lion Conservation Fund we go by
the following:

1) To promote for the benefit of the public the
conservation and protection of lions by:

Our Vision
Is a future where viable lion
populations thrive while coexisting with
local communities in sustainable areas
of habitat.

A) Supporting conservation projects in such ways that
are charitable
B) Conserving and protecting the natural habitat of
lions
C) Supporting and publishing research into the
conservation and husbandry of lions
2) To advance the education of the public in lion and
wildlife conservation by such means as the trustees
decide including through the support and publishing of
research.
Last year we altered our mission and added a vision (seen
above right) to better reflect the work that we carry out
alongside our two core objectives which are to:

CONSERVE

AND TO

EDUCATE

Lion Pride, Olare Motogori Conservancy, Maasai Mara, 2020

Our Mission
Is to work with others to protect and
monitor lion populations in the wild.

Lions Need Our Help
It is estimated that there are now no more than 23,000
lions left in the wild throughout the African continent and
that populations are still declining. Lions in Africa are listed
by the IUCN as a vulnerable species with the populations in
Western Africa listed as Critically Endangered. The single
but now stable sub population found in the Gir Forest in
Northern India is now listed as Endangered.

Tracking our Fifth Financial Year

Our Fifth Year at a Glance

£3992.05 TOTAL RAISED

2021 started off with similar disruption from the
Covid-19 Pandemic but has seen our educational work
continue to be adapted for use online.

£1851.39 SENT TO AID LION

We took part in two online educational events with talks
given to supporters of Wild Arena Ltd and members of
the Bristol University Veterinary Zoology Society. We have
definitely considered these online talks a positive of
pandemic life allowing us to share our message further.
We also worked with our friends at Apex Extreme on our
Lion Keepers Resource Group, an area of our website
dedicated to the sharing of lion husbandry information
and the running of our Walk For Lions in September
which saw a team of six of us walking and litter picking
23km around the village of Wombourne. The fundraiser
of which, run by their volunteers has been incredibly
successful with many more details on another page.

CONSERVATION EFFORTS

2 SPONSORSHIP EVENTS
2 ONLINE TALKS

We were also pleased to see our income greatly increase
to the level of previous years after last year. Allowing us
to be able to donate to all three of our conservation
partners, fulfilling our traditional support but also
supporting the strengthening of a boma via the Kope Lion
team while still growing funds for big plans next year.

Financial Review
Our fifth year has seen us vastly increase our income
from last year where the Covid-19 Pandemic had
hit many of our supporters, specifically in the zoo
community.
As in previous years there is no doubt how important
online fundraising sites have been for us this year.
Together the money raised through Just Giving and Go
Fund Me (PayPal Giving Fund) amount to £2280.93, 57%
of our entire income. We also had a very large donation
of £1392.12 from Folly Farm Adventure Park & Zoo. They
were the only zoo to donate to us this year with some still
struggling with the after affects from the Covid-19
Pandemic. We also received another donation from our
supporters Wild Arena Ltd of £79. The pie chart to the
right shows the proportion of income from different
supporters.
Trustees now have a total of £2733.07 left in the bank
account at the end of the year. This will enable a donation
to be made to Kope Lion for a second GPS collar in the
summer months.

Lioness, Maasai Mara National Reserve, 2020

TOTAL INCOME = £3992.05
TOTAL EXPENDITURE = £1943.78 of which £92.39
were bank transfer fee related.

Zuri & Safina, Linton Zoo, 2021

Safina & Her Family
This year while visiting Linton Zoo our chairman was able to
take these pictures of our namesake Safina and her family
seen on this page and the front cover.
Safina was born at Linton Zoo on the 30th November 2005 to
first time parents Riziki and Karla who were both born at
Woburn Safari Park in 2003 to different parents. Safina was
joined by companion Zuri who was born at West Midlands
Safari Park on the 3rd July 2006 and both were rejected by
their mothers and hand reared at the zoo by Zoo Director
Kim Simmons. They have had three litters which can be seen
at zoos all over the UK and even in Uganda, their youngest
litter Kali and Nabulaa seen below, still live at Linton next to
their parents.

Kali, Linton Zoo, 2021

Inspired by Zoo Lions
These lions will always be an integral part
of the work we do at the Safina Lion
Conservation Fund having been our main
inspiration to work to connect zoo lions
closer to their cousins in the wild.
It has always been our aim to create a
conservation legacy for this family of lions
through the conservation work we continue
to support in her name.

Nabulaa, Linton Zoo, 2021

Walk For Lions 2021

In September we joined forces with Apex Extreme on our
big fundraising event for the year...
Our main fundraising focus this year along with our friends
at Apex Extreme was to kickstart our Walk For Lions again
in the summer.
Last year we did a 23 mile walk with colleagues from the
Cotswold Wildlife Park. This year we worked with Apex
Extreme and their volunteer team to do a 23 kilometre walk
which could be more accessible to others including any
children who wanted to volunteer. 23km was chosen to
represent the estimated 23,000 lions left in the wild, so
every meter we walked would represent one wild lion. After
weeks of planning we chose a 23km route around the
village of Wombourne and Baggeridge Country Park while
picking up litter on the way as part of Apex Extreme’s ‘Take

Out The Trash’ campaign. Litter is very damaging to wildlife
worldwide, Apex Extreme work to protect predators and
their habitats, even smaller predators in the UK too.
We hope to use this walk to raise awareness for the plight
of lions in the wild and to do our little bit to help our own
ecosystem here in the UK.
The walk took place on the 5th September and it ended up
taking most of the day! We would like to thank everyone
who took part in the walk - Jess, Emma, David, Samantha
and Luke for taking part! 9 year old Jess, a volunteer of
Apex Extreme and her mother Emma took up the role of
fundraising coordinators, setting up a GoFundMe page,
more details of which are on the next page.

Fundraising Throughout 2021

Jessica’s Fundraising
9 year old Jess, a volunteer of Apex Extreme and her
mum Emma took up the role of fundraising coordinators
for our Walk For Lions by setting up a GoFundMe page.
The target was chosen as £2500 which would cover the
whole cost of another GPS collar to go towards the Kope
Lion team. Various other activities have also been
organised alongside raising money for sponsorship of our
walk including a raffle with some brilliant prizes collected
for the winners. Jess, Emma and David from Apex Extreme
have also set up a stall during the holiday period and
weekends at Little Owl Farm Park (pictured above) to raise
money through further activities. So far at the end of
January Jess and Emma’s total so far has reached £1622
and is still rising! Well done Jess and Emma! We are sure
that you reach the target in the very near future. Jess has
now become our largest individual fundraiser to date and
we are incredibly grateful for all of the hard work that she
has put into this, she should be very proud!
We would also like to thank David Crumpton from Apex
Extreme for his work in aiding Jess in her fundraising and
organising the fundraising stall at the Little Owl Farm Park
and for organising the Walk For Lions event and planning
the route that we took. If anyone wants to join us for next
years Walk For Lions, please get in touch!

Thank You From Us
We are so fortunate to have a wonderful group of
supporters from zoos and online too.
First of all we would like to say a big thank you to Wild
Arena Ltd for hosting a talk a Zoom talk. Wild Arena hosted
a series of wildlife based events for their supporters with
profits split to go towards conservation organisations. £79
was raised from the event which focussed on our trip to
Kenya in 2020. Thank you to everyone who bought a ticket
via Wild Arena to listen. Our chairman also took part in a
talk organised by the Bristol University Veterinary and
Zoological Society for their members to learn more about
lions in the wild and their conservation.
We would also like to pass on our thanks to Craig
Lancaster, formerly head of carnivores at Woburn Safari
Park. Craig managed to raise a total of £226.11 from doing
the Bedford half marathon in September. Craig worked
with the lions at Woburn for many years, one of his
favourites Tamby is pictured on his T-shirt, seen pictured
above. Tamby was the grandmother of our namesake
Safina and the photos to the left show Tamby and some of
her cubs born at the park in 2004. We are very grateful to
Craig for supporting us and it has been great to share this
connection that ‘his lions’ have with us. Thanks also goes
to Stacey Welsh, a long term supporter and visitor of the
Woburn lions for raising £100 for our conservation work
via Facebook on her birthday.

Our Work With Zoos
Our Lion Keepers Resource Group was
launched in March in cooperation with
our friends at Apex Extreme.
Over the following months several
resources have been added by
zookeepers and the password has been
given to keepers at various different zoos all over the
country. It is hoped that this would give something back to
our zoo supporters by providing them with a place to share
information on all aspects of lion care and husbandry
techniques. Some picture examples seen above have been
sent to the group by Senior Keeper Simon Moore showing
various different enrichments.

Thank you Folly Farm
We would like to say a massive thank you to our friends
at Folly Farm Adventure Park & Zoo.
Folly Farm donated a huge £1392.12 towards our
conservation projects despite going through more closures
from the Covid-19 Pandemic at the beginning of the year.
Folly Farm donate 10% of their profits from adoption sales
towards their several conservation partners, due to public
sympathy and additional support from higher adoption
sales this has made a much higher total for conservation
than has ever been seen before. They have now donated a
total of £4142 towards our conservation projects which
makes them our largest supporter to date. The zoo have
also created this large sign just outside the lion enclosure
complete with fundraising box. Including pictures of our
sponsored collared lion Laipangwa via Kope Lion, this
brilliant sign educates their visitors about our work and
lion conservation. We are truly in debt to their incredible
support. Thank you Folly team!

Ambassadors For The Wild
We work with zoos and their lions to combine
fundraising and awareness efforts for the
protection of their wild cousins to make a bigger
impact overall. We believe that these lions can
become 'Ambassadors For The Wild' and we are
proud to have worked with a number of UK zoos
to see this turned into a reality.

Thank you to Megan Lee Photography for allowing us to use this brilliant picture of the Folly Farm lion Pride.

Laipangwa Updates

Major highlights throughout 2021 have been the updates
and pictures that we have received from the Kope Lion
team of Laipangwa, the wearer of our sponsored collar.
Laipangwa who lives in the Ngorongoro Conservation
Area, in Tanzania is monitored by the Kope Lion team and
has been wearing our sponsored collar since June 2020. The
area he has settled in is a largely multi-use area which
means that both wildlife and people share the protected
landscape. The Kope Lion team including Roimen Lelya their
Lion Monitoring and Conflict Manager and their team of
Research Assistants and Ilchokuti (lion custodians) use the
GPS movements to track the lions and to mitigate any
conflicts that may erupt from their presence with
communities. Rumas, one of the Ilchokuti team can be seen
above using the collaring equipment. Despite knowing his
movements visual sightings have been few due to the
elusive nature of these lions who often fear any sign of
people. In March Laipangwa was spotted by Roimen who
spent the whole night tracking him with the Lakes Lopers
Pride that he controls, made up of 5 lionesses and 9 cubs of
different ages pictured below. Ilchokuti Rumas has spent a

lot of time monitoring Laipangwa, moving livestock away to
ensure they stay out of conflict to the best of their ability.
The photo of Laipangwa below was taken late at night on a
late shift while monitoring them close to community
settlements. Our chairman James was fortunate enough to
meet with Sally Capper, Director of Strategy and
Management at Kope Lion at Cotswold Wildlife Park in
August who talked in detail about the monitoring system
and group chats they have to report all of their sightings
with 243 reports mentioning Laipangwa throughout 2021!
The map above details his movements (in green)
throughout 2021 along with some of the other collared
lions monitored by the Kope Lion team. The map below
shows Laipangwa’s movements around the landscape
throughout Jan-Feb 2021, see the key for more details.
Huge thank you to Roimen for the brilliant photos, Ingela
for the maps and Sally for her great regular communication.
The big achievement for Kope Lion was that no lions were
killed in the Ngorongoro Conservation Area, highlighting
the tireless work from the team on the ground, protecting
livestock and lions.

Conservation Support 2021

Mara Predator Conservation
Programme
Following the donation we made last year to assist the
MPCP team throughout the pandemic, trustees decided
to donate another sum of $475 (£357.95). This is to go
towards the monthly fuel budget for one of their lion
monitoring vehicles. Fuel is vital to the team being able to
get out and monitor the lions within the area and as we
know from our visit in February 2020 they spend a lot of
their time travelling over a truly vast area to try and get
sightings of them.

Lion Guardians

Lion cub, Maasai Mara National Reserve, 2020
Thanks to the support shown by our supporters, both
zoos, other charities and the general public during the
Covid-19 pandemic we have still been able to send off
donations to our three conservation partners throughout
this financial year. This support has been able to ensure
that they are able to continue their work to protect and
monitor lions in the wild throughout this crisis.

Kope Lion
In January 2021 trustees donated the sum of $515
(£388.06) to cover the cost of the next year collar
transmission fee to allow the Kope Lion team to access
the data collected by the collar on Laipangwa. We look
forward to receiving further monthly reports on
Laipangwa and his progress from the Kope Lion team.
$150 of this donation also went towards the
strengthening of a boma as part of their new ‘Living with
Lions’ fundraising campaign to help communities protect
their cattle from the neighbouring lions.

We once again renewed our sponsorship of Lion Guardian
Kuya Kipampa by sponsoring his yearly salary of $1500
(£1105.38). This is the fourth year that we have sponsored
Kuya and the fifth year that we have sponsored a Lion
Guardian. Based outside the Amboseli National Park, Kuya
and other Lion Guardians work with lion conservationists
and the communities to monitor the lions and mitigate
potential conflicts. Below is the letter we received from
Kuya. Thank you to the Lion Guardians team for sending it
over.

Lioness, Maasai Mara National Reserve, 2020

Acknowledgements
We thank you all for reading this years Annual Review
and we look forward to updating you with our progress
next year. For up to date information please follow our
Facebook Page and website.

We are proud to work with and sponsor the work of:

We would like to thank everyone who has had a part in
our efforts to raise awareness or have helped to raise
funds for us this year.
•

Noah’s Ark Zoo Farm

•

Folly Farm Adventure Park & Zoo

•

Linton Zoo Conservation Park

•

Wild Arena Ltd

•

Apex Extreme

•

Jessica Riley & her mother Emma Parker for
organising their Go Fund Me page and all of their
supporters.

•

Everyone who has organised and donated via Just
Giving towards a fundraiser, in particular Craig
Lancaster and Stacey Welsh.

•

Everyone who has added resources to and
become a part of the Lion Keepers Resource
Group.

Thank You
We are nothing without our supporters and we cannot
achieve anything without their support. Being a small
charity we rely heavily on one off donations and
individually organised sponsorship events. We are
incredibly grateful to everyone who has donated and
therefore allowed us to support such important
conservation work over the last five years.

www.lionguardians.org

www.kopelion.org

www.marapredatorconservation.org

Contact Us
If you are interested in our work in lion conservation
please follow our website and Facebook page:
www.safinalionconservation.org
Or if you want to ask us anything directly please email us at:
info@safinalionconservation.org

